Proposed New Cost Reporting Categories

As a follow-up to our last cost reporting sub-group meeting on November 10th, AMR and SWI have worked together to fine tune the proposed cost reporting categories that both companies agreed can be using for both fixed gear and pollock EM programs annual cost reporting.

What Did We Fine Tune?
We took a closer look at the original six main reporting categories that were presented during the last meeting, and rolled up some of the bulleted tasks and cost elements we discussed into a few logical sub-categories under each of the six main categories. The sub-categories were chosen as we believe they provide a decent level of transparency for public reporting, while at the same time allowing for the recognition that different providers will have different internal cost tracking and reporting systems. We also assigned a simple categorization of the main cost categories as either “ongoing” for costs encountered year to year, or “one time” for costs associated with new vessel installations.

As discussed on the last sub-group call, both AMR and SWI will also be providing the project leads (agency leads and PIs) with written descriptions that outline the individual cost elements and related tasks that make up each of the sub-categories within the six main categories. We believe that these category descriptions along with directed conversations around annual cost reporting between the individual provider and the agency leads/PIs, will allow for a better understanding of the program costs and what factors drive the program cost differences from year to year. These conversations will also allow us to begin to look at areas where cost savings can be gained for future years.

The sub-categories 5.0 Data Processing and Storage, and 6.0 Plant Observer Fees and Overhead, will need to be further flushed out by PSMFC and SWI who are currently doing the data review.